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Abstract 
The Electronic Commerce is being considered as the key to the success of the 
SME. In fact, the flexibility brought by last innovations in Information 
Technologies (lT) speedup the creation of a new generation of low cost IT based 
tools. However the need for a common understanding among the panoply of 
emergent and particular contributions associated to the need of a global and 
interoperable infrastructure have brought many application difficulties. Beyond 
those integration problems a secure and flexible communication framework is also 
a key to achieve such global infrastructure to support Electronic Commerce. 
Entrepreneurs condition the application of such innovations in front of clear 
guarantees of privacy, integrity and authenticity in addition to high quality trusted 
services. 
This paper presents some contributes to such secure infrastructure that are being 
proposed and developed inside the European ESPRIT project PRODNET. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The success in Business is becoming mainly conditioned by the quality and time 
factors. In a near future any enterprise must be able to receive and send 
commercial information directly to their Information Systems. Legated 
technologies that need human intervention to support information exchange, as 
faxes, surface-mail, etc., are being substituted by e-mail, file transfer or other 
semiautomatic information exchange resource. Nowadays there is a panoply of 
Information Technology Tools used in the middle of commercial information 
exchanges. The semantics of commercial relations are very complex. Each 
enterprise has its own information system, organisational structure and a general 
internal culture that needs time to digest all changes needed to be up to the new 
technological facilities. 
The Esprit project PRODNET (Afsarmanesh, 1997), (Camarinha-Matos, 1997) 
aims to design and develop an integrating infrastructure to facilitate the 
establishment of virtual enterprises among a network of small and medium 
enterprises (SME). As the consortium includes partners from Europe and Brazil, it 
makes this project a privileged forum to develop such infrastructure capturing the 
main features that support the interactions among enterprises in the growing global 
market. Some of the goals PRODNET plans to achieve are: the design and 
development of an integrating infrastructure as a foundation to virtual enterprises; 
the promotion of the utilisation of standards like EDIF ACT as a support of 
commercial information exchange; the integration of low cost software 
components easy to install, to use and maintain; and to give software IT vendors 
the opportunity to fulfils SME requirements with new software applications. 

As commercial information exchange is concemed, many initiatives have been 
proposed to make possible the utilisation of the new "information highway" to do 
accurate and faster business. It is a common sense that in a near future any business 
will be done electronically, Le., the exchange of commercial information will be 
done directly by dedicated information management sYßtem components. However 
the absence of an integrating architecture generally accepted has limited electronic 
transactions to proprietary solutions. Most of the times this practice is imposed by 
large enterprises to a small subcontractors or customers. This scenario can be 
found in automobile industry where a car manufacturer has many small enterprises 
producing components. Those enterprises exchange orders and invoices with the 
car manufacturer using some proprietary standards defined in the ODETTE body -
an association among automotive manufacturers. Another application domain 
where electronic commerce is growing up is the food industry with some relevant 
groups defining their own electronic links to manage trans action of goods. In both 
cases apredominant enterprise imposes a proprietary integrating infrastructure 
giving no choice to the small SME to be integrated in alternative co-operation 
worlds. 
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Many factors are conditioning the generalisation of Electronic Data Interchange 
(EDI) to automate business (Sokol, 1995). First of all, the entrepreneurs need to 
trust in a new technology. Any information technology solution needs to be strong 
enough to be generally accepted and, the reality of communications, point to a set 
of problems with difficult resoMion. By now most of the EDI traffic is done 
through Valued Added Network (V AN) providers (Sokol, 1995). These 
communication mediators can offer entrepreneurs enough confidence to trust in 
them to transport electronically valuable and strategic information. However, this 
expensive communication infrastructure is used almost exclusively by large 
enterprises with enough business to support such costs. The democratisation of 
electronic commerce can only be achieved by the utilisation of less expensive 
communication resources and trusted enough to guarantee privacy and control over 
the exchanged commercial information. The Internet can play this role, however 
most of the security mechanisms available in private networks involving or not 
V AN are not available. Other factor that is contributing to postpone a general 
acceptation of EDI to support commerce is the complexity associated to adapt 
enterprise internal information systems to fulfil the EDI information requirements. 
Most of the enterprise information models are not adapted to support electronic 
transactions because they were designed to support human handled enterprise 
interactions. The result is often the replication of the information in two different 
repositories, which represents a weakness for the enterprise information systems. 
Therefore, this paper only considers a partial contribution to such democratisation 
by presenting a more flexible and cheaper communication infrastructure to 
transport EDI messages. The utilisation of Internet is being considered as a 
privileged resource generally accessible at a lower price. However it does not have 
some advantages that present technologies can offer like privacy and availability. 
The project PRODNET, beyond other more general objectives, plans to offer an 
enterprise to enterprise communication infrastructure satisfying most of the 
requirements needed by EDI, which are: 

• any sent document is exclusively received by the destination enterprise. 
No one else can access to the sent document - privacy. 

• the receiver enterprise can be sure that the received document is the same 
that has been sent and no one else can read it - integrity. 

• any received document can be univocally related to an identifiable sender 
- authentication 

• depending on the contracted communication services, the availability does 
not depend on the failure of a single one. Only when all communication 
resources are off, there is no enterprise communication - availability. 

• the sender should be able to retain a receipt proving in court that the 
receiver really has received a document. On the other hand the receiver 
must be able to prove that the identified sender has sent a given 
commercial document - non-repudiation. 

• audit information about all sent and received documents are maintained to 
ulterior evaluation in front of some communication problem or any legal 
request for clarification - auditing. 
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Some solutions adopted in PRODNET are being applied also in other concurrent 
initiatives. As an example, the well-known utilisation of a session symmetrie key 
hidden by the public-key of the receiver adopted by SET (book 1, 1997), is also 
being proposed by PRODNET. However, there are a great number of other 
bottlenecks that are contributing to postpone the generalisation of EDI. from those, 
the legal issues are the most difficult to achieve. It is necessary that enterprises and 
law makers understand and trust the extent of technological facilities to be able to 
produce a new generation of laws adapted to the reality of the electronic market. 
However those extra aspects, except social implications, are outside the scope of a 
technological project like the PRODNET iso 

2 EDI COMMUNICA nON REQUIREMENTS AND INTERNET 

The first EOI experiences were guided by the need of enterprises to speedup their 
business reducing the time needed to exchange documents. The utilisation of 
human handled documents is much more vulnerable to interpretation errors than a 
computer to computer communication. As stated by (Sokol, 1995) one in every 
twenty hand processed documents has material errors and also a rate between three 
and five percent of user key-entries are erroneous. Some techniques are being used 
to overcome these problems as the utilisation of forms, items codification, bar
codes and other solutions to minimise the utilisation of free-texts into exchanged 
documents. Any way the increasing amounts of the exchanged information and the 
needed time reduction to be in accordance with the Just-In-Time (JIT) enterprising 
paradigm are pushing all entrepreneurs to the EOI era. 
There are many advantages to enterprises when adopting some form of electronic 
commerce: 

i. time and costs reduction - the errors produced by user key-strobe are 
eliminated what guarantees information accuracy. Besides the direct 
transference of EDI messages to the enterprise information system 
eliminates the time spent with documents input. 

ii. changes enterprise document flows - electronic information transactions 
are made between enterprise information systems (maybe through some 
workflow), what makes unnecessary intermediate document validations. 

iii. faster and accurate decision making - production planning decisions can 
be made based on updated information. Besides, other strategie 
management decisions can be based on historical information 

iv. extends co-operation limits - removed the time constraints when dealing 
with paper based documents, an enterprise can establish extend relations 
with a larger number oftrading partners. Partners can be selected based on 
more updated and accurate information. 

The state of the utilisation of EOI to support commerce is behind the possibilities 
available communication technologies can enable. Most of the EDI services 
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available today are based on Valued Added Network (V AN) providers see Figure 
1. The V AN plays a proxy role, offering high quality service in term of availability 
and geographie access. There are basically two kinds of V AN, the public V AN 
such as GOLD400 in England, ATLAS400 in France, TELEBOX400 in Germany, 
and also private ones like IBMIIN and GE-IS amongst many others. These 
networks often offer the advantage of supplying a sufficient level of identification 
of the partner in the majority of EDI messages exchanged within industrial 
partners. For instance, if XAOO is used through ATLAS400 and TRANSPAC in 
France, it is possible to check X.25 public address which is supplied by the 
network and not by the sender. Industries do generally trust in their V AN for 
maintain confident their commerc!al information from other people than the real 
destination. The XAOO would be ·· a fair way to communicate, if it had not the 
inconvenient of being rather expensive, and giving the image of requiring high 
technical skill to implement it. 

Mailbox VAN 
EDI File e:a:luUIge ServIus 

xy2S VAN as AutlttnlictuJolt A.utltority 
X4IJO T'riJdJJtg PGrtItB Notlflcation (){/rers ________ • 

EDI messages 

Figure 1 - EDI through Value Added Networks 

lIegIsrend rrlJdJng plI1'f1IQ 

The main advantage of V AN services is the transparency they provide against the 
enormous technological heterogeneity of each trading partner. Beyond particular 
EDI protocols, there are enterprises implementing the American X12 standard and 
the international counterpart EDIFACT what creates some difficulties on EDI 
systems interoperability. 
However the economie factor and a fast tendency to be widely applied, is making 
the Internet a really competitor of classical V AN. Even if the Internet does not 
have some features V AN can offer like security, Internet has the advantage to offer 
communication services at a lower price. Besides the emergence of Internet as a 
generalised communication infrastructure has created a synergy to develop a 
panoply of software tools to interconnect people and systems over the world. 
Some V AN are joining Internet age offering a new set of services at a lower price 
and requiring only an Internet access. The need for a V AN is being discussed and 
maybe in a near future all V AN should fmd extra added value services to justify 
their presence. As soon as it is possible to link enterprise information systems 
through a direct communication resource no more is necessary any intermediate 
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entity. However there are many unsolved problems on using the Internet as 
business link. With V AN networks the business partners are certified by the V AN 
itself Depending on the connection used between V AN and an enterprise it is 
possible to identify the originator, accessing intrinsic network identification 
capabilities. With Internet, the identification of originator is not possible at a 
network level. It is possible for an attacker to generate a message under the name 
of some enterprise what can provoke many damages. Therefore, the utilisation of 
Internet to transport EDI messages needs extra features to go beyond its security 
weaknesses, see Figure 2. 

EDI messages 

Figure 2 - EDI through the Internet 

To become a trusted communication link among enterprises, the communication 
infrastructure through Internet should provide the following security 
characteristics: 

i. information integrity - integrity violation of any message passed through 
Internet should be detected; 

ii. information privacy - no one other than receiver can be able to read the 
message; 

iii. peer authenticatioD - the receiver should be certain about the identity of 
the sender and the sender about the authentication ofthe receiver; 

IV. DO repudiation of sender - any message sender should be committed with 
the sent message; and 

v. no repudiation of receiver - it should be possible to the sender to get a 
confrrmation ofthe message reception. 

Beyond these five characteristics it is necessary also to provide legal mechanisms 
to backtrack commercial transactions in the presence of any legal problem. 
The last developments related with Internet technology point to its generalised 
utilisation as a co-operation resource over the entire world. Some of the security 
gaps are being solved by a set of specialised protocols and tools offering Internet 
users most of the security features they need (Jamsa, 1995), (Coulouris, 1994), 
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(Macgregor, 1996). The Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) (Garfinkei, 1996) system is an 
example of such a tool providing mechanisms to guarantee information integrity, 
privacy and authentication. Nevertheless there is not an opened integrating 
infrastructure offering common features beyond security. To offer a real alternative 
to V AN it is necessary to enhance Internet with a set of communication services 
according EDI requirements. The growing number of Internet Service Providers 
(lSP) are offering more and reliable services, however leads to systems fault some 
communication paths are sometimes temporarily off. One important feature any 
integrating infrastructure should have is its availability level. One message that by 
some reasons didn't arrive to its destination can generate many losses to the sender 
or receiver enterprises. 
Based on TCP/IP protocol suits there is a set of value added services providing 
information exchange mechanisms. The File Transfer Protocol (FTP), the Single 
Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), are 
only a few elements of that set (Stross, 1996). There is also a growing investment 
that is now being done to apply the emergent WEB technologies to extend 
electronic commerce to horne customers. The WEB browsers are being improved 
with new features some based on the emergent platform independent language 
Java. The WEB clients can be enhanced with new functional components, using 
plug-ins or else by transported functionality from servers to client browsers as Java 
applets. 
Therefore the communication links are available and with the increasing 
investments on communication backbone infrastructure it is believable that Internet 
will be the electronic commerce communication highway of the next years. What 
is necessary is some infrastructure that would fulfil all the electronic commerce 
requirements getting advantage of the emergent set of services some of them 
adopted as de facto standards. 

3 PRODNET TRUSTED COMMUNICA nON INFRASTRUCTURE 

The utilisation of a public and untrustworthy space as the communication 
infrastructure connecting enterprises requires extra mechanisms to trans form such 
opened spaces in secure communication paths. The Internet as an opened space has 
the advantage to be cheaper. However as more opened is a technology more 
vulnerable it is to attacks perpetrated by experts with a distorted mind. 
The credibility of communication infrastructures deeply relies on the quality of 
security procedures they implement. The main procedure to avoid pirates from 
accessing transported information, is to cipher it. Cryptography has played an 
important role in many circumstances. The oldest reference to cryptography back 
to the year 2000 BC - ciphered funeral messages were found in stones (Garfinkei, 
1996). From that times many techniques were proposed to improve the level of 
privacy of strategic information. 
The crescent needs on communication, mainly those requested by the e-mail and 
the Web infrastructure with its multimedia requirements, pushed new technologies 
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and investments to spread new communication channels at a lower price. Today we 
can state that the public communication infrastructure, with the participation of 
multiple communication service providers, offers modular communication services 
according user requirements. 
Nevertheless, when technical and/or commercial information crosses the 
communication channels in consequence ofuser driven activities or even automatic 
planned ones, response times can be critical to run good businesses. The 
transference of large amounts of data needs communication infrastructure, 
hardware and software, with bandwidth enough to offer reasonable response times. 
Latency times generated by protocol implementers, message routers, compressing 
algorithms, or other message intervening, must be reduced to increase message 
throughput. Bandwidth and latency arethe key factors that can contribute to the 
"quality" of available communication infrastructure. 

The main goal ofthe PRODNET cömmunication infrastructure is to provide virtual 
and secure (private) communication paths among enterprises owning PRODNET 
software. As a virtual layer to the upper components the PRODNET 
Communication Infrastructure (PCI) hides implementation details and pro vi des a 
message communication service independent of the transport protocol used and 
other communication issues. As examples of such communication issues we have 
the buffering/caching, transport protocol selection according some pre-conditions 
like bandwidth, communication costs, availability, and other features related to 
communication technologies. 
The PCI component will provide a deliver message service considering the best 
unitication between other PRODNET module communication expectation and the 
real available communication resources. For the first prototype three 
communication resources were selected, a low-Ievel TCP/IP link, an SMTPIPOP3 
e-mail message based exchange and also a WEB door through CGI protocol 
(Gundavaram, 1996). A PRODNET specifIc protocol, the External Communication 
Protocol (PECT), is used to support messages flows among enterprises, see Figure 
3. Besides communication, it is necessary a security framework providing 
PRODNET architecture with the necessary security mechanisms. 
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There are two main teehniques to provide information privaey during its 
transportation through publie eommunieation infrastrueture: symmetrie 
eryptography also known as seeret-key eryptography and asymmetrie eryptography 
also known as publie-key eryptography (Garfinkei, 1996), (Sehneier, 1996). The 
first method involves one session key to hide information during its transportation. 
This method is efficient and for the selected algorithm IDEA and a key length of 
128 bits, there is no notiee of any attaek what proves to be seeure. The main 
obstacle to this eryptographic teehnique is the key distribution. Each interloeutor 
needs to know apriori the key to eipher and decipher the message. 
The other teehnique is based on the asymmetrie or publie key cryptography 
algorithm which is based on the generation of two keys: one to be considered the 
private key (only known by the owner) and the public key, that ean be put on 
his/her presentation card. One message ciphered with one key can only be 
deeiphered with the other key. Only the private key owner can decipher a message 
enerypted with his/her publie key. The main disadvantage of asymmetrie 
cryptographic algorithrns is the key length, to be safe it should be at least 1024 bits 
what generates a heaviness computational implementation. To avoid this constraint 
the public-key technique is used to exchange a session secret-key reducing with 
this the information to be ciphered with asymmetrie keys. The SET protocol (book 
1, 1997) proposed to enable secure goods purehasing through Internet uses a 
similar teehnique to distribute session keys by using asymmetrie cryptography to 
generate a session key. 
Therefore the privacy requirement is guaranteed by the utilisation of both 
symmetrie and asymmetrie cryptographie teehniques. Nevertheless, with this 
teehnique it is not possible to guarantee that the message was not ehanged during 
its transportation - maintenance. of integrity consisteney. The integrity is 
guaranteed by generation of a small message digest resulting from the application 
to the message of a one-way hash function - it is not possible from the message 
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digest to generate the original message. At the receiver side the message digest is 
again generated from the supposed original message if the received message 
digests and the locally generated do not match an integrity error is generated. 
Depending on information access restrietions, authentication will be used to legally 
validate the message sender. The authentication is based on the digital signature 
paradigm and on the behalf that the public-keys belong to who claims to be the 
owner - certification mechanism. 
With digital signature, the receiver can always check if the message was changed 
and besides can legally associate the message to the sender. The digital signature is 
generated encrypting the result of the digest function, applied to the message 
content, with the sender's private key. The receiver node can verify the integrity of 
the message and the authenticity of the sender by generating the message digest 
and compare it with the received deciphered digest message. If they are not the 
same, either the sender is not who claims to be, or the message has been tampered. 
Another problem related with security is the credibility of an enterprise node. To 
do business in the network an enterprise might be certified by some untouchable 
entity - an entity above any suspicion. As PRODNET is offering a communication 
infrastructure to be installed in all enterprises that want to be in the same logical 
network, the certification is done through PRODNET software registration. Any 
PRODNET node should have a valid certificate each time a transaction is 
established with other nodes. The PCI authenticates the veracity of each node by 
confirming its public key checking it in the certificate with the public-key of the 
PRODNET authentication authority. The certificates are stored in PRODNET 
kernel ciphered with the private-key of the PRODNET authentication authority 
(maybe the marketing consortium). 
For users accessing PRODNET from the Web clients, the access level is 
conditioned by the credibility of their credentials. No special mechanism is being 
implemented to distribute certificates to single users. 
The receipts requirement is implemented at PCI level providing that any 
information transaction is only committed if both sides have persistent information 
proving both the sending and receiving events. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

A general discussion about electronic commerce requirements, the available 
technologies to implement it and its extension to Internet worlds have been done. 
The recent fast emergence of Internet as a link among local networks provoked the 
democratisation of communications in general. As communications become a 
political flag and technological solutions become cheaper, the investments in the 
area have been increasing. Some years aga it was more expensive to link two local 
networks using the services provided by the public communication infrastructure 
(X.25, X.29, etc.). On the one hand only a few companies, mainly those from the 
public sector were authorised to provide this services and on the other hand, the 
lack of an opened and normalised protocol. The XAOO protocol never gained a 
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great popularity. It is mainly applied in large organisations public or from the 
private sector. This has two main reasons: first, the protocol includes security and 
authentication mechanisms; and second, they have enough investment capacity to 
overcome the costs. There are only a few implementations each one with added 
functionality, what makes them different to maintain and to inter-operate. Those 
c10sed standards, not generally available, are almost exclusively explored by VAN. 
One advantage arguing in favour to this c10seness is the security factor. 
The PRODNET communication infrastructure was presented as a support to 
electronie commerce. A communication layer is offered to other PRODNET 
components as a trusted communication infrastructure hiding the panoply of 
information transportation protocols. There are still many complexities to transpose 
before the majority of enterprises implement electronic commerce and join some 
virtual enterprise consortium. Different aspects of co-operation need to be explored 
before a common understanding can be achieved. From social and organisational 
aspects to a necessary agreement about technologieal solutions, there are many 
steps to be run before a generalised enterprise co-operation in the context of virtual 
enterprises can be achieved. However, it is expected that with the PRODNET 
achievements a significant amount of such aspects can have a strategic solution and 
valuable innovation enterprise solutions would be offered to the market. 
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